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January 4, 2021 

Bureau of Land Management, Carson City District 

Stillwater Field Office, Attention: John Axtell, Wild Horse & Burro Specialist (T. 775-885-6000) 

5665 Morgan Mill Road, Carson City, Nevada 89701 

Email: blm_nv_ccd_whb@blm.gov 

Subject: Desatoya Wild Horse Gather PEA (Herd Management Area Wild Horse Gather Preliminary 

Environmental Assessment, due in by mail postmarked or email or via online portal by January 9, 2021. 

Link to document: https://go.usa.gov/xAqN3  

Dear Sir/Mame: 

Thank you for providing me with this opportunity & Happy New Year! I am very familiar with the 

Desatoya mustangs & their habitat dating back to the 1970’s & frequently go out to observe & 

photograph them. They are wonderful free spirits with great vigor & lend a special aliveness to my home 

state of Nevada.  After reading through your PEA, I am appalled by the slanted treatment of these wild 

horses & the gross unfairness as concerns their population (AML) & forage (AUM) assignments! Also, 

throughout the document there is a tendentiousness to discredit the wild horses, including the lumping 

of them with livestock as concerns ecosystem/wildlife-harmful factors, but then proceeding to attribute 

major blame to the horses so as to justify the minimization of their numbers & resource allocations. 

Of the Alternatives you have proposed, I would favor the No Action, but really am not content with this, 

because your status quo provisions for the mustangs are themselves grossly unfair. Your Proposed 

Action Alternative is much too invasive & restricts these horses to an unnaturally low population level 

far below what their ecological niche space in this habitat would justify. As a wildlife ecologist 

specialized in the Perissodactyla Order, which includes the Horse Family Equidae, I am displeased with 

how unenlightened your PEA preparers seem to be concerning the many benefits naturally living horses 

can & do contribute to ecosystems. I have reason to believe that the references you cite are biased: 

designed &/or interpreted to discredit the horses in the natural habitats they occupy. There are many 

other studies & publications you could have chosen that would have revealed a much more positive 

description of horses living in nature. I offer a PPT that includes the positive benefits of the 

Perissodactyla, including wild horses, & would be glad to show this to your team. I have delivered this at 

events put on by eminent scientific organizations. 

The Appropriate Management Level you have assigned, along with the unnatural skewing of sex ratios 

to result in more males & the suppression of population growth through invasive methods including PZP 

& GonaCon I believe would do terrible harm to the Desatoya wild horses, frustrating their natural 

tendency to fill their niche, play their benign role, adapt to this particular ecosystem & naturally self-

stabilize their population numbers, as for example, by maintaining mature social units, or bands, in 

which mature stallions & mares inhibit reproduction by younger band members. Mature social units are 

terribly disrupted when you conduct massive herd reductions, as you are now proposing. I propose, 

instead, a Reserve Design approach that would allow the horses to fill their niche within a more-or-less 

bounded habitat, established mature social bands & consequently herds, & achieve a balanced 

population level that is in tune with resources within their habitat. You can read about my proposal at 

www.gofundme.com/mstngreservedesign. I recommend that a full EIS be conducted on the Desatoya 
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herd & HMA plan, because what you propose would have a major detrimental impact upon the 

mustangs themselves.  

Page 4 ff. Introduction. You start off by blaming wild horses for overgrazing, riparian damage, harm to 

wildlife, etc., without even mentioning factors like livestock, Off-Highway-Vehicles (OHV), mining, oil & 

gas extraction & hunting. You mention that the Lahontan Cutthroat Trout is a Threatened species, & 

seem to implicate the wild horses here. Same goes for the Greater Sage Grouse. 

P. 5 ff. Background: In your description of a Thriving Natural Ecological Balance (TNEB) & what is 

“healthy” you imply that these points are major justifications for your Proposed Action of severely 

reducing the wild horses. You imply that, thusly, you adhere to required “multiple use” standards. But all 

this comes across as being very arbitrary – high-sounding words that purport to justify what is actually a 

very unjust treatment of the wild horses in their legal habitat. In fact, by minimizing them within their 

own legal area, you promote livestock & other monopolies on these public lands, especially when we 

scale up to consider all the public lands in America in which the wild horses have been excessively 

reduced & even eliminated from most of the legal Herd Areas (BLM) & Territories (USFS). In other 

words, you are not revealing anywhere near the “whole story” going on here, but are tendentiously 

building a narrative to falsely justify your plan for the Desatoya wild horses. These have legal right to live 

here in truly healthy numbers & not be crowded out & deprived of resources by livestock interests! That 

the “TNEB” & the “healthiness” is not for the wild horses is plain! 

P. 5 & 6: The Desatoya HMA contains 161,678 acres (of which 157,836 are BLM public land) – a “vast, 

diverse & remote landscape” that should well suit the wild horses. The HMA is ca. 60 miles east of Fallon 

in Churchill & Lander counties. It occurs within the Edwards Creek Grazing Allotment, Cold Springs 

pasture of the Clan Alpine Grazing Allotment, Porter Canyon Grazing Allotment & South Smith Creek 

Grazing Allotment. Table 1-1: AML’s for the HMA by Grazing Allotment shows the Multiple Use Decisions 

(MUDs) being old & possibly outdated, i.e. 1992 for Clan Alpine & Edwards Creek & 1999 for South 

Smith Creek & Porter Canyon.  The AML goes from 127 low to 180 high & the total forage allocation for 

wild horses in the HMA ranges between 1,524 AUMs at low AML to 2,160 AUMs at high AML. Therefore, 

given there are 161,678 acres in the HMA, at the low AML of 127 horses, there would be 1,273 acres, or 

2 square miles, per individual horse, while at the high AML of 180, there would be 898 acres, or 1.4 

square mile, per individual horse. At the mean, or average, of 154 horses, there would be 1,050 acres, or 

1.64 square miles, per individual wild horse. – These are outrageously inadequate & unfair population 

assignments for the wild horses in their legal HMA! This runs very much contrary to the true intent of 

the WFHBA & to the will of the American people! I feel that these population levels are part of a thinly 

disguised plan to subvert the true intent of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act. The WFHBA 

was unanimously passed in 1971, so our new year: 2021 is its 50th anniversary, & the law as well as the 

herds & their habitats need to be restored, not further diminished – cut to mere token levels! The wild 

horses & burros living in nature constitute a Quality of Life issue that is cherished by the General Public. 

I have observed the Desatoya wild horses for many years & there are some magnificent examples of 

Spanish mustangs here. According to Section 2 c of the WFHBA, the wild horses should be given the 

“principal” resources within their legal areas, but all the opposite would happen according to your 

unjust plan! 

P. 8: You did an aerial census employing the double-observation method on October, 2020, & directly 

saw 215 wild horses in or near the Desatoya HMA. You state that this is not the whole number of wild 
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horses in the area & that a methodology will be used to estimate a more accurate number. So, for 

purposes of argument, let us fairly estimate that there were an additional 85 & that the total is 300 wild 

horses. Then there would be 161,678 acres divided by 300 equals 539 acres, or 0.84 square mile – nearly 

one square mile! – per individual mustang. – This would be a practically empty wild horse habitat & far 

from filling the horses’ natural niche space within the Desatoya HMA & related fringe ecosystem!  

P. 32: Table 3-2: Cattle Grazing Summary in the Desatoya wild horse gather area broken down for the 

four cattle &/or sheep allotments. For the Clan Alpine, cattle graze year-round, while sheep graze Dec. 1 

to Mar. 1. In the Edwards Creek & Porter Canyon allotments, cattle graze year-round. In the South Smith 

Creek allotment, cattle graze from March to December. Obviously, livestock are being greatly favored – 

allowed to forage year-round or during seasons that have the most nutritious vegetation. From the 

totals I calculated, wild horses account for 2,160 Allocated AUMs in the HMA while livestock have 9,608 

AUMs of Permitted Use & 6,632 AUMs of Actual Use. Therefore, BLM is permitting nearly five times the 

wild horse forage allotment to livestock interest, & the Actual Use for livestock is over three times that 

of the wild horses within their legal HMA. So what animals are actually overpopulating & monopolizing 

the HMA? 

P. 37: It is unfair & misleading to merely lump the wild horses together with livestock in assigning 

damage to riparian, Greater Sage Grouse, Lahontan Cutthroat Trout, or other species’ habitat. Fair 

objective science requires a differentiation in the impacts of wild horses vis-à-vis cattle, or sheep, or 

deer, or rabbits, or grasshoppers, or whatever other species lives here. Again, for this reason, I would 

favor the “No Action” Alternative, of those you gave, but more sincerely request that a full EIS be done, 

as the status quo provisions for the wild horses are very unfair & need to be revised.  

In overview, you fail to honestly reveal the preponderance of other impacting factors, especially 

livestock, OHVs, fences, possible mining &/or energy extraction operations, the pumping down of 

aquifers, as, for example, to irrigate alfalfa fields or otherwise provision ranches or other commercial 

operations, including mining. Water monopolization must not be overlooked as it often deprives wild 

horses of the basic survival necessities & is often used as a devious way of squeezing them entirely out 

of their rightful legal areas! Also lacking in the EA is an acknowledgement of the harmful effect of 

sterilizing or semi-sterilizing, sex-ratio skewing & related. Please see my article: 

https://facebook.com/notes/craig-downer/will-there-be-a-healthy-future-for-americas-wild-horses-and-

burros-in-the-wild-y/1120228514679820. I strongly recommend that you employ a Reserve Design 

strategy to achieve a viable wild horse population along with a viable habitat, rather than use PZP, 

GonaCon, Ovariectomy, Gelding, Inter-Uterine Devices & other highly invasive & cruel treatments of the 

horses. These are contrary to Section 3 (a) of the WFHBA that states that the BLM & USFS must manage 

wild horse & burros so as “to achieve and maintain a thriving natural ecological balance on the public 

lands” & “at the minimum feasible level”.  

P. 38. This description of the wild horses & their effect on the ecosystem is biased – designed to disfavor 

them. It ignores many of the positive contributions wild horses make to ecosystems. See my article at: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274006946_The_Horse_and_Burro_as_Positively_Contributi

ng_Returned_Natives_in_North_America.  

Do not hesitate in contacting me with any questions or concerns. I would appreciate your response to 

my points & objections to this plan. It would be very harmful to Desatoya’s magnificent wild horses – 

https://facebook.com/notes/craig-downer/will-there-be-a-healthy-future-for-americas-wild-horses-and-burros-in-the-wild-y/1120228514679820
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wonderful presences I look forward to visiting & observing as a thriving natural herd harmoniously 

integrated into the natural Great Basin ecosystem far into the future.  

Sincerely, 

 

Craig C. Downer, Wildlife Ecologist,  

Wild Horse and Burro Fund / Andean Tapir Fund 

P.O. Box 456,  

Minden, Nevada 89423 

 


